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The interaction of a diatomic molecule with two near-resonance laser fields is investigat-

ed with the use of a one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator model. Our study shows that,
over a certain range of intensity of one of the laser fields, induced quenching of the absorp-

tion takes place.

The interaction of laser beams with molecular
systems has recently received considerable atten-
tion. ' The interest stems from a number of impor-
tant applications which include laser isotope separa-
tion, laser control of chemical reactions, enhancing
radiative collisional transfer, and collisional ioniza-
tion in atomic and molecular collisions.

Recently, a model which involves two types of
processes was suggested to explain a threshold
behavior of multiphoton dissociation of molecules
induced by an intense resonant mode. ' The first
process is a resonant excitation at low vibrational
transitions in a field of moderate intensity; the
second process involves nonresonant excitation at
transitions in vibrational quasicontinuum under a
sufficiently intense field. ' ' The model was
checked experimentally. However, the experiments
showed that the width of the resonant absorption is
much larger than what is expected.

Excitation with multimode radiation sources has
recently received increased theoretical attention.
Classical mechanics was used to show that hydro-

gen flouride may be more easily dissociated with
two infrared lasers of different frequencies than
with just one. It was also shown that the two-laser

dissociation proceeds by a qualitatively different
process than that of the one-laser dissocation. The
effect of laser polarization on the two-mode interac-
tion was also investigated. ' It was found that the
excitation is more effective when the polarizations
of the two modes are parallel than when they are
perpendicular.

In view of the above interest, we analyze in this

paper the response of a diatomic molecule to two

near-resonance laser fields. Our study indicates
that over a certain range of intensity of one of the
fields, quenching of the absorption occurs. The
quenching and the recovery have very sharp intensi-

ty thresholds. We studied the quenching and

recovery thresholds as a function of the wavelength
of the quenching radiation. The thresholds are
found to exhibit oscillatory behavior as a function
of the wavelength.

Laser-induced multiple excitation of molecules
was previously treated using various models. ' One
of the methods treats the excitation from the point
of view of a one-dimensional nonrotating anhar-
monic oscillator model. In this respect, a harmoni-

cally driven anharmonic oscillator with a quartic
anharmonicity describes excitation of vibrational
levels in a molecule. We have used this model in
the present study. The equation of motion of the
oscillator can be shown to satisfy the following
equation:

+ay—+up —e dX X
dt

=eftcos(Qtt+v)+ef2cosQ2t, (l )

where e is a small parameter, mp is the resonant
fequency of the harmonic oscillator, y is a damping
coefficient, and d is an anharmonicity parameter.
The amplitudes ft and f2 are equal to (e,tt/M)E,
and (e,tt/M)E2, respectively, where M is the re-
duced mass of the vibrator, E& and E2 are the am-

plitudes of excitation at frequencies Q~ and Q2,
respectively, v is some constant phase, and e,ff is
the classical effective charge which is related to the
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dipole matrix element p by the relation

COp

e tt= ~p~ MXp (2)

where Xp is the amplitude of oscillations at some
arbitrary time. Equation (1) can be changed to non-
dimensional form by dividing it by cop and defining
a nondimensional time t'=copt, and a nondimen-
sional amplitude y=X/Xp. We get

d' d 2+ay', +1—@ay ydt

——,F2 sin[(1 co2)t +p]—, (4)

=
g

aA ——,F', cos[(1 co, )t+P—v]—A dP

——,F~cos[(1 co2)t+p—] .

These equations can be written in a more con-
venient form by defining a new time scale T=at:

+&A =
2 F&sinG

1 dA
E' dT

1+ —,F2sin[(o2 —o|)eT+G —v], (6)

= 0~A+ —,A + —,F&cosG
A dG

=DEFI cos(to)t'+v)+eF2coscogt, (3)

where a =Xpd /cop N
& =0&/Np N2= 02/cop,

2 2

=p/top F =
~ p ~

E]/hoop, and F2 ——
~ p ~

E2/hoop.
We are interested in the response of the oscillator

when Q~ and Q2 are close to each other and in near
resonance with the harmonic oscillator
(to&-co2- I). With the use of the slowly varying
amplitude approximation, " we write
y=A cos(t'+p) and dy/dt= —2 sin(t'+p), where
A and P are slowly varying functions of time. Sub-
stituting these in Eq. (3), equating coefficients of
sin(t'+p) and cos(t'+p), and neglecting the rapid-

ly oscillating terms at frequencies (I+co&) and

( I+cod), we get the following equations for 2 and p:

1 dA +y'A = ——,F') sin[(1 co))t+P v—]-
@ dt

4.8—

E 2.4

In the absence of the F2 mode, the steady-state
response can be derived analytically. After a suffi-
ciently long time such that variation in the ampli-
tude becomes negligible, then dA /dT can be
neglected, and consequently dG/dT can also be
neglected. In this limit we get

1

yA = —,F&sinG, (8)

(9)

Eliminating G from Eqs. (8) and (9) gives the oi —2
response relation:

1/2

(10)

This equation can also be alternatively written in
the form

2

A = Fi

4[«i+, ~')'+r']
which shows that at optimal detuning 0.

&
————,A,

the oscillation has its maximum amplitude.
The effect of the second mode on the response is

determined by integrating Eqs. (6) and (7) numeri-
cally. We examine in this study two cases. In the
first case the F] mode is tuned such that, in the ab-
sence of the F2 mode, it satisfies the above optimal
detuning condition. In the second case, however,
the F& mode is tuned such that, in the absence of
the F2 mode, it satisfies the steady-state response of
Eq. (10). In the study we took @=0.5, o|———6,

1 i i i i I
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FIG. 1. Amplitude of the oscillator is plotted as a
function of time for F2 ——0.215 and Fj ——1.

where

1+ 2 F2cos[(o'p —cT~ )eT+ G —v],

and

y=y'/a, F~ FI /a, F2 F2/a-—, ——

cr) (co) —I)——/ea, a2 ——(coq —I)/ea ,

G=oieT P+v . —
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FIG. 2. Amplitude of the oscillator is plotted as a
function of time for F2 ——2.3 and F~ ——1.
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different amplitudes and are phase shifted from
each other. At higher F2 intensities, i.e., Ez ——8, the
system goes back to a single-mode oscillation as in
the case of small F2 intensities.

We also studied the quenching effect as a func-
tion of the wavelength of the Fz mode for optimal
detuning. Figure 4 gives the intensity threshold for
quenching the absorption, E2q, as a function of o2.
We note that as cr2 decreases starting from —3.5,
the threshold decreases sharply, becoming some-
what flat, and then tends towards larger and larger
values as oz approaches —6. The difficulty in caus-

ing quenching at 0.2-—6 is owing to the fact that
the two modes become identical at this detuning.
After crossing —6, the threshold F2q drops rapidly;
as 02 moves away from —6, it levels off and starts
rising again. In the region around —9 it levels off
and develops a local enhancement at 0.

2 ———9. This
enhancement is due to the harmonic nature of this
wavelength. Finally beyond this region it rises
linearly.

Figure 5 gives the intensity threshold for the
recovery from the quenching, F2„, as a function of
02 for the optimal detuning case. The figure shows
oscillatory behavior in the region between

02———3.5 and —9.5. Beyond —9.5, the recovery
threshold rises linearly. Again as in the F2q case,
F2, rises very steeply as 0.

2 approaches —6 from ei-
ther direction.

We have also studied the behavior of the oscilla-
tor at smaller damping, y=0.05, under the influ-
ence of an Ft mode of higher intensity (Ft ——2.52).
We took @=1,A(0)=4. 1, and Ot ———6 satisfying
the exact resonance condition [Eq. (10)]. We find
behavior similar to that shown in Figs. 1 —3. The
o2 dependence of F2 and F2„ for this case is shown
in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The overall behavior,
apart from some minute details, is similar to the op-

T
-3 -6 -l2

Op

FIG. 7. Intensity threshold for the recovery from
quenching F2„, as a function of o.2, the detuning of F2 for
the exact resonance case.
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timal detuning case. The obvious difference is that
whereas the o.z dependence of E2q is smooth and
linear beyond o2 ———10 for the optimal detuning
case, it has an oscillatory nature in the exact reso-
nance case. This situation is somewhat reversed in
the o.

2 dependence of F2, where the behavior is os-
cillatory in the region between 0.

2
———6 and

0.
2
———9 for the optimal detuning case, and some-

what smoothly increasing for the exact resonance
case.

In conclusion, we have shown that the presence
of certain intensities of an exciting mode can result
in quenching of the molecular absorption induced

by another mode. Further investigations gave the
variation of the range of the quenching intensity
with the wavelength of the exciting radiation.
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